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September 12, 2020 
 
Luke 6:43-49 
 

“No good tree bears bad fruit, nor again does a bad tree bear good fruit; for each tree is known by 
its own fruit. Figs are not gathered from thorns, nor are grapes picked from a bramble bush.  The 
good person out of the good treasure of the heart produces good, and the evil person out of evil 
treasure produces evil; for it is out of the abundance of the heart that the mouth speaks. 
 
“Why do you call me ‘Lord, Lord,’ and do not do what I tell you? I will show you what someone is 
like who comes to me, hears my words, and acts on them. That one is like a man building a house, 
who dug deeply and laid the foundation on rock; when a flood arose, the river burst against that 
house but could not shake it, because it had been well built. But the one who hears and does not act 
is like a man who built a house on the ground without a foundation. When the river burst against it, 
immediately it fell, and great was the ruin of that house.” 

 

Houses and trees.  Yes, it can sometimes take more than one image to express the fullness of what 
Jesus is trying to say both to his disciples and to all of us who are listen to his words. Houses and 
trees. 
 
And like all images, these two images—houses and trees—can trigger memories in us almost before 
the images get out of Jesus’ mouth.  
 
Here are mine. 
 
Some years ago I owned a property where both the house and the trees had issues. Now don’t get 
me wrong. I loved the property, especially the view… BUT the house did not have a proper 
foundation and the apple trees that were in a line down to the water’s edge had not been properly 
cared for in years. And so, to give you some idea about the house, my dog’s ball would, all by itself, 
roll across the wood floors from one side of the house to another. And to give you some idea about 
those apple trees, in the fall the apples that fell from those trees—they were inedible.  
Houses and trees. Foundations and fruit. 
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What I imagine is that Luke’s Jesus talks about both of these things because he was trying to piece 
together a big idea, an essential idea that concluded all the teaching that preceded this passage—
teaching that includes Luke’s version of the Beatitudes, teaching about forgiving enemies, teaching 
about not judging others, and teaching about God’s unfailing generosity. 
 
And the big idea is this: 
 
That all that teaching about God’s regard for the poor, all the teaching about the importance of 
forgiving enemies and not judging others, all the teaching about being generous can only show up 
and be sustained in the world if, like a good house, those listening have a strong foundation and if, 
like a well-cultivated, well-tended tree, those listening bear good fruit. 
 
And so houses and trees in this passage are about foundations and fruit—two things that Jesus sees 
as indispensable if the counter-cultural realm of God Jesus describes is to come into being and to 
have some kind of staying power through the lives of those who follow him. 
 
Which brings us to today. 
 
Today we embark on a pretty unusual year—a year of continuing pandemic with this Council 
working on how best to support the entire Diocese—a year of Episcopal transition with all the 
surrounding dynamics, with this Council continuing to do its work in the midst of a significant 
change. And, of course, right along with these two things, we have a new Rector of Christ Church 
Cathedral who will become the Dean of the Diocese today.  
 
With all these challenges and changes, it would be easy to think we should postpone acting on 
anything of significance, thinking that there will be a later time, a better time, to act--you know, after 
the new bishop is consecrated or welcomed, after the new Dean is better oriented, after we learn 
even more about the effect of the pandemic on our parishes and people.   
 
And, of course, some of this makes sense. At the same time, however, I believe that it is not 
accidental that we have been given this passage for today, a passage about the importance of taking 
action. For taking action is not only an organic expression of a healthy fruitfulness in Christ but it 
also, as our passage says, can strengthen our foundation that which will sustain us when more 
challenges come along and when more changes come our way.  
 
And what should guide that action? In the same way that the basis for the disciples’ actions were to 
be what they heard from the mouth of Jesus, the basis of our actions is listening: listening to 
Scripture, listening to what Luke calls “the abundance of the heart,” listening to what we have 
learned and continue to learn from our parish leaders, and, of course, listening to each other, with 
the expectation that it takes all of us to explore and to craft the best actions, which are really meant 
to be experiments whose effects we will need to continue to listen to even as we take more actions 
in the future. 
 
And so, let’s not be afraid this year to act. Let’s not be afraid to listen to Jesus, to listen to our parish 
leaders, to listen to the abundance of our hearts and to listen to each other. For God is with us in 
the challenges and changes, ever wanting to strengthen our foundation, and ever waiting for our 
good fruit.  God is with us. 
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